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Abstract� In Whiplash PCR �WPCR�� autonomous molecular compu�
tation is achieved by the recursive� self�directed polymerase extension of
a mixture of DNA hairpins� A barrier confronting e�cient implementa�
tion� however� is a systematic tendency for encoded molecules towards
backhybridization� a simple form of self�inhibition� In order to examine
this e�ect� the length distribution of extended strands over the course of
the reaction is examined by modeling the process of recursive extension
as a Markov chain� The extension e�ciency per polymerase encounter
of WPCR is then discussed within the framework of a statistical ther�
modynamic model� The e�ciency predicted by this model is consistent
with the premature halting of computation reported in a recent in vitro

WPCR implementation� The predicted scaling behavior also indicates
that completion times are long enough to render WPCR�based massive
parallelism infeasible� A modi�ed architecture� PNA�mediated WPCR
�PWPCR� is then proposed in which the formation of backhybridized
structures is inhibited by targeted PNA��DNA triplex formation� The
e�ciency of PWPCR is discussed� using a modi�ed form of the model
developed for WPCR� Application of PWPCR is predicted to result in
an increase in computational e�ciency su�cient to allow the implemen�
tation of autonomous molecular computation on a massive scale�

� Introduction

In Whiplash PCR �WPCR�� autonomous computation is implemented by the
recursive polymerase extension of a mixture of DNA hairpins ���� Although the
basic feasiblity of WPCR has been experimentally demonstrated ������ a barrier
which confronts e	cient implementation is a tendency for single
stranded �ss�
DNAs to participate in a form of self
inhibition known as backhybridization ��� ���
To illustrate� consider the WPCR implementation of the � step path� �� � �
� � �� shown in Fig� �� Computational states are represented by unique DNA
words of length� l bases� Each strand is composed of � regions� The transition rule

region encodes the computations transition rules �in Fig� �� � � �� �� �� and
�� ��� The head region contains a record of the strands computation� where the
�
most and �
most code words encode for the strands initial and current state�



respectively �in Fig� �� � and ��� The spacer region guarantees adequate spacing
for hybridization� A single round of computation is achieved by the hybridization
of the � head with a matching code word in the transition rule region� followed by
extension by DNA polymerase� Extension is terminated by a short poly
Adenine
stop sequence� combined with the absence of free dTTP in the bu�er� In Fig� �
�top structure� this process has appended codeword � to the strands � end�
implementing the transition� �� �� Although the second extension requires the
formation of hairpin �a�� this process is complicated by the ability of the strand to
form backhybridized hairpin �b�� which is much more energetically favorable than
hairpin �a�� The number of alternative� backhybridized con�gurations increases
with each extension� For a ssDNA undergoing the rth extension� a total of r
alternative hairpin structures will be accessible� only one of which is extendable
by DNA polymerase� Occupancy of the r� � backhybridized structures reduces
the concentration of ssDNAs available for the computation�
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Fig� �� Backhybridization� After the �rst extension process �top structure�� two
hairpins are accessible to the extended molecule� Occupancy of hairpin �b� reduces the
concentration of extendable structures �a�� and inhibits further computation� A total
of r � 	 backhybridized structures will be accessible during extension process� r�

In Sec� �� the length distribution of extended strands� as a function of the
reaction temperature and the number of polymerase encounters per strand� is
examined by modeling the recursive extension of each strand as a Markov chain�
The extension e	ciency per polymerase
strand encounter is then discussed using
a statistical thermodynamic model of DNA hybridization� Model predictions are
shown to be consistent with the premature halting of computation observed in a
recent in vitro WPCR implementation ���� Based on the scaling behavior of the
model� completion times are predicted to be long enough to render WPCR
based



massive parallelism infeasible� In Sec� �� a modi�ed architecture� PNA
mediated
WPCR �PWPCR� is proposed in which the formation of backhybridized struc

tures is inhibited by targeted PNA��DNA triplex formation� The e	ciency of
PWPCR is then discussed by application of the statistical thermodynamic model
developed for WPCR� combined with a simpli�ed all
or
none model of iterative
extension� Targeted triplex formation is predicted be accompanied by a large
increase in e	ciency� which is su	cient to support the implementation of au

tonomous molecular computation on a massive scale�

� The E�ciency of Whiplash PCR

The appeal of WPCR lies in the potential for the parallel implementation of
a massive number of distinct computational paths� For this purpose� a distinct
DNA species must be included in the initial reaction mixture for each acyclic
path in the instance graph� Although a general analysis of hairpin extension
e	ciency would require an assessment of strand
strand interaction� in WPCR
the DNA molecules are anchored to a solid support� As a result� the impact of
intermolecular interaction may be neglected� allowing the recursive extension of
each WPCR species to be modeled independently� The fundamental details of
WPCR e	ciency are therefore contained in an analysis of the single
path case�

The process of recursive extension for each DNA strand may be modeled
as a Markov chain ���� For a q
step WPCR implementation� let the extension

state� r of each strand be de�ned to equal the number of times the molecule
has been successfully extended plus �� Note that a strands extension state is
distinct from a strands computational state� During the course of the reaction�
extending strands may occupy a total of q � � extension states� ranging from
r � � �completely unextended� to r � q � � �fully extended�� Let �r denote the
probability that a polymerase encounter with a DNA strand in extension state
r observes the strand in an extendable con�guration� With each polymerase
encounter� a DNA strand will increment its extension state by either � or ��
with probabilities ���r� and �r� respectively� For molecules which reach the �nal
absorbing state� q��� no further extension is possible �i�e�� �q�� � ��� The state
occupancies resulting fromNe polymerase encounters�strand at temperature Trx
are given by the product of the Ne
step transition matrix� P�Trx� Ne� and the
initial state occupancy vector� �No � ��� � � � where No is the total strand number�
P�Trx� Ne� is given by the Chapman
Kolmogorov eq� ����
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�
������

�� �� �� � � � � �
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���
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���
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The estimation of Ne and �r is discussed in Sec� ��� and Sec� ���� respectively�
The resulting state occupancies estimate the length distribution� in terms of



number of extensions� among all No strands� for particular values of Trx and Ne�
Accounting for a more complicated thermal program is straightforward� For a
thermal cycle which consists of several polymerization periods of diverse duration
and temperature� the process of extension is modeled by ��� estimating an Ne

value for each subcycle� ��� constructing a transition matrix for each subcycle
according to the Trx employed� and ��� applying the resulting set of matrices
iteratively to the initial state occupancy vector�

��� The E�ciency per Polymerase�DNA Encounter

The quantity �r may be discussed within the framework of a statistical thermo

dynamic model� Consider an ensemble� Sr of identical WPCR molecules� each
of which has been extended r
� times� Assuming an all
or
none model of du

plex formation� members of Sr will be distributed amongst r�� con�gurations�
an unfolded ssDNA species� an extendable hairpin species� and a set of r
� un

extendable hairpin species� each of which is a backhybridized artifact from a
previous round of extension� The statistical weight of a simple hairpin con�g

uration� which consists of an end loop of n unpaired bases and a lone duplex
of length j paired bases is estimated by K � �Zj�n � ������� where Zj is the
statistical weight of stacking and � is the cooperativity parameter ����

In order to ensure the uniformity of the various extension reactions of an
implementation� WPCR code words are typically selected to have uniform GC
content ���� This procedure results in an approximately equal Gibbs free energy of
stacking for each codeword with its Watson
Crick complement ���� The statistical
weight of stacking for a length j duplex is then estimated by Zj � sj�� ���� where
s is the statistical weight for the average base pair doublet of the implementation�
The equilibrium fraction of extendable ensemble members� �r is estimated by
the ratio of the statistical weight of the extendable hairpin to the sum of the
statistical weights of all structures� Constructing this ratio with the particular
values� j � l and j � �l for the single planned� and r� � backhybridized hairpin
con�gurations� respectively yields�

�r �

�
� � �rs

l �
�nr � �����

�sl��

���
� ���

for the extension e	ciency per polymerase
DNA encounter of the single
path
WPCR implementation� Here� �r �

Pr��

i�� �nr�ni�
��� expresses the impact of

variations in loop length between competing hairpin strucures� nr is the terminal
loop length of the extendable con�guration� and each ni is the loop length of the
hairpin structure extended during previous round i�

The single path case may be generalized to apply to parallel WPCR if vari

ations in �r due to di�erences in the speci�c ordering of transition rule blocks
within the rule region are neglected� It is straightforward to demonstrate that
the values� �r � ����r and nr � �q�r�l are those characteristic of an implemen

tation with mean loop lengths in all rounds� where the average is taken over all



transition rule orderings� Combining these mean values with Eq� � yields�

�r �

�
� � ����rsl �

�l�q � r�����

�sl��

	��

���

for the mean e	ciency of a parallel� q
step WPCR implementation with param

eters l and s� This expression may also be used to estimate the e	ciency of the
mean q
step single
path implementation� In the following text� estimates which
have been obtained using �r will be distinquished by an overscore�

��� The Mean Polymerase�DNA Encounter Rate

The mean number of polymerase encounters per strand� during a polymerization
period of length �tp may be estimated as follows� Let Nu denote the number
of units of Taq DNA polymerase utilized� where � unit corresponds to the syn

thesis of �� nmol of added bases in �� minutes� using an excess of activated
salmon sperm DNA as substrate ���� Let vt denote the number of distinct ex

tensions�second by � unit of polymerase under optimal conditions� using excess
substrate �target and primer�� and in the absence of unextendable substrate� Taq
DNA polymerase is fast and highly processive ���� It is therefore assumed that ���
the mean polymerase
DNA dissociation time is much larger than both the time
required for oligo
length extension and the mean time between polymerase
DNA
encounters� and ��� each encounter results in the all
or
none �oligonucleotide
length� extension of the encountered molecule� In this case� the total number
of enzyme
substrate encounters in time �tp is invariant to the DNA substrate
extendability� and may be estimated by the product Nenc � Nuvt�tp� Assum

ing that encounters are distributed uniformly over all No strands� the number
of encounters�strand which occur in time �tp is estimated by�

Ne �
Nenc

No

�
Nuvt�tp

No

� ���

��� Comparison with Experiment

The WPCR implementation of an � step path was recently reported ���� The
experimental protocol in ��� was as follows� An estimated total of No � ��������

immobilized strands was utilized� with � units of Taq DNA polymerase� in a
total volume of ��� �L� Constant conditions of pH � ��� and I � ����� M ��K��
� ���� M� �Mg��� � ��� mM� were maintained� The �rst extension process
of each strand was implemented separately� by �input PCR�� The remaining
� extensions were implemented by the application of �� thermal cycles� each of
which consisted of ��� �� s at ��� K� ��� a rapid increase to ��� K in �� s� ��� ��� s
at ��� K� and ��� a decrease to ��� K in ��� s� The success of each extension was
evaluated in all
or
none fashion� by means of a novel �output PCR� technique�
Success of the output phase was evaluated using gel electrophoresis� Bright bands
were reported at the mobilities characteristic of the fully extended product for



each of the �rst � extensions �including the extension implemented by input
PCR�� This result was taken to indicate the success of the �rst �ve extensions�
Very faint bands reported at various other mobilities are assumed to indicate
error extension during WPCR and output PCR�

In ���� it was maintained that problems due to backhybridization had been
overcome by the applied thermal program� and that the observed poor perfor

mance was due to other factors� The validity of this view may be tested theoret

ically by a comparison of the observations reported in ��� with the predictions of
the Markov chain model� For this purpose� the free energies of the code word set
in ��� were estimated using the nearest
neighbor model of ���� Computed values
were veri�ed to approximately satisfy the assumption of code word energetic
uniformity� For instance� the mean code word standard enthalpy and entropy
of stacking for each l � �� base DNA code word was estimated at ��� � ����
kcal�mol and ��� � ���� cal�mol K� respectively� at ��� M �Na��� Values were
then adjusted to account for the reported experimental K� and Mg�� concen

trations� using the methodology described in ���� The statistical weight of the
mean single stacked doublet in ��� was then estimated from the Gibbs free en

ergy of stacking� h�G�i by the Gibbs factor� snn � �h�G�i�RTrx� where R is
the ideal gas constant� The consensus value of the cooperativity parameter� ��
��� ����� was assumed ���� The temperature dependence of �r was estimated
for the implementation in ��� using Eq� �� A maximal extension e	ciency per
encounter of roughly �� ���� is predicted at ��� K� This predicted optimal Trx
is in good agreement with the experimentally determined optimum of ��� K�

In addition to the parameters discussed above� an estimation of overall ef

�ciency requires an estimate of vt� The estimate� vt � ���� � ���� encoun

ters�unit�s� was obtained by taking the ratio of the rate of nucleotide addition
de�ned to equal � unit of enzyme� and the mean number of bases added per
polymerase
DNA encounter� Based on the manufacturers estimate� a mean pro

cessivity of �� bases�encounter was assumed ����� The present Markov chain
model of recursive extension� has been used to estimate the number of strands�
Nr in ��� having undergone each of from � �r � �� to � �r � �� extensions� as a
function of thermal cycle� Results are illustrated in Fig� ��a�� The implementa

tion of the �rst extension by input PCR was modeled by assigning an e	ciency
of unity for the �rst extension� As shown� the production of fractions of molecules
which have successfully undergone from � �r � �� to � �r � �� extensions is pre

dicted during the �rst thermal cycle� The production of longer strands� however�
is delayed until the ��th cycle� when the appearance of �
fold extended �r � ��
molecules is predicted� The production of � to �
fold extended �r � �� molecules
is not predicted to occur during the course of the experiment� These predictions
are in agreement with the experimental behavior reported in ���� which reported
the production of strands with up to � extensions� This agreement between
model predictions and experimentally observed behavior lends strong support
to the theory that backhybridization was responsible for the premature failure
observed in ���� and calls into question the success of the isothermal protocol in
eliminating problems stemming from backhybridization�
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Fig� �� The E�ciency of WPCR� �a� The mean number of strands� N r predicted
to undergo a total of from 	 extension �r 
 �� to � extensions �r 
 �� as a function
of thermal cycle� for the WPCR implementation in ���� The total strand number was
roughly 	���	���� �b� Mean strand length� in terms of extension number� as a function
of the total number of polymerase encounters�strand� Ntot�

Continued application of a large number of thermal cycles must eventually
result in completion� However� this process is predicted to require unrealistic
reaction time� As shown in Fig� ��b�� the WPCR implementation in ��� �adjusted
to the optimal Trx � ��� K� is predicted to require � � � ��� polymerase
encounters�strand to exceed a mean e	ciency of � extensions�strand� At the
estimated rate of ��� encounters�strand�� minute round� this corresponds to a
total time of � ��� hours� Furthermore� ������� encounters�strand are required
to reach a mean of � encounters�strand ���� days�� Mean completion is reached
at roughly ��� encounters�strand ���� years�� The linear scaling of encounter
number predicted with Nu �cf�� Eq �� also indicates that an attempt to reduce
reaction time by using excess polymerase will encounter limited success� For
instance� if Nu � �� units of polymerase are used ����� encounters�round�� the
completion time for the �
step path in ��� is reduced to �� days�

� PNA�mediated WPCR

��� Inhibiting Backhybridization

WPCR may be redesigned to enable the speci�c inhibition of backhybridized
structures by targeted PNA��DNA triplex formation� The ability of peptide
nucleic acid strands �PNAs� to bind to complementary ssDNA with extremely
high a	nity and sequence
speci�city is well characterized ����� For a pair of
homopyrimidine PNA strands� binding to a complementary ssDNA target se

quence occurs with stoichiometry � PNA�� DNA� indicating the formation of a
PNA��DNA triplex� Under appropriate reaction conditions� rapid� irreversible
formation of the triplex structure occurs� even if the target sequence is embed

ded in a dsDNA duplex� This strand invasion results in the extrusion of the
target
complementary DNA strand� formating a �P
loop� �����



The rule block structure of WPCR may be modi�ed to enable directed triplex
formation� In particular� separation of each source�target codeword pair by the
sequence� T�CT�CT� results in the separation of state
encoding sequences in the
head region by A�GA�GA�� the target sequence of the highly e	cient cationic
bis
PNA molecule reported in ����� This is shown in Fig� ��a�� Exposure of the re

action mixture� after each polymerization round to a low �Na��� excess �bis
PNA�
wash then results in a high saturation of target sequences with bis
PNA �Fig� ��
panel b�� For the reported �rst
order rate constant of ���� min�� at ��� �M
bis
PNA� �� mM �Na�� ����� a fractional saturation of ����� is achieved within �
min� Cytosine
bearing� cationic bis
PNAs of length �� bases have been reported
to melt from complexed ssDNA at � ��� C �in ��� M �Na���� with a very narrow
melting transition ����� The maintenance of PNA��DNA triplexes formed during
the bis
PNA wash� during subsequent polymerization can therefore be assured
by the selection of a polymerization temperature substantially less than ��� C�
In each round� the presence of a PNA��DNA triplex immediately � to the new
head region will not inhibit planned hybridization� due to the extreme compact

ness of the P
loop� The stability of the extended backhybridized con�guration
�shown in Fig� �� structure c��� however will be diminished due to the separation
of the duplex islands by a PNA��DNA triplex� This modi�ed protocol will be
referred to as PNA
mediated WPCR �PWPCR��
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Fig� �� PNA�mediated WPCR� �a� A �target� sequence� A�GA�GA� is produced
between codewords during each extension� �b� Addition of bis�PNA results in the for�
mation of a PNA��DNA triplex at the target sequence� Triplex represented by an
oval in subsequent structures� �c� Accessible backhybridized structures have decreased
stability relative to those in WPCR�

��� The E�ciency of PNA Mediated WPCR

The e�ect of the presence of the PNA��DNA triplex on the stability of hybridized
structures� and on the per encounter polymerization extension e	ciency may be



estimated by means of a statistical thermodynamic model� Due to the experi

mentally reported compactness of the P
loop� the presence of a triplex region
immediately adjacent to the head sequence is assumed to have a negligible im

pact on the ability of the head to hybridize with a complementary sequence in
the transition rule region� Each successful extension may facilitate the later for

mation of three distinct backhybridized structures �see Fig� ��� ��� an extended
structure� composed of a pair length l duplex islands punctuated by a P
loop
�structure C��� or ����� two shorter structures� each of which is generated by
formation of one of the duplex islands of the extended structure �structures C��
C��� Like the planned con�guration� backhybridized hairpins C� and C� each
have the form of a simple hairpin structure� with a statistical weight given by
K � �Zl���n � ������� where n is the terminal loop length of the particular
structure� as discussed in Sec� ���� Here� the longer �n��i � and shorter �n�i� of
the associated terminal loop lengths are related by n��i � n�i � �� l��� The sta

tistical weight of the extended backhybridized con�guration� C� has the form
Zi � Zp�

�s�l���� � n�i�
����� where Zp is the post
triplex formation statistical

weight of the P
loop� As discussed earlier� given the use of a polymerization
temperature substantially less than ��� C� the presence of the triplex may be
assumed �statistical weight of ��� Zd then reduces to the statistical weight of
interaction between the P
loop components �i�e�� the established triplex and the
extruded single strand�� The P
loops distinctive eye structure ���� suggests the
absence of stabilizing interactions between the extruded single
stranded target

complementary strand and the PNA��DNA triplex� Zp is therefore assumed to
be entirely entropic in origin� and is modeled as a Gaussian chain with excluded
volume� For a target region of length �

�
l� the loop region is assigned a statisti


cal weight of Zp � �� � �l������	� Taking the ratio of the statistical weight of
the expected con�guration to that of all con�gurations� and assuming the mean
transition rule ordering� yields

��r �

�
� � ����r

�
� �

�sl��

�� � �l�����	

�
�

�l��r � �q�������

�sl��

	��

� ���

for the extension e	ciency�polymerase
substrate encounter for a strand under

going the rth extension process� in the mean
path PWPCR implementation with
static characteristics l� q� and s� A comparison of expressions � and � indicates
that the primary e�ect of targeted PNA��DNA triplex formation on the per
encounter extension e	ciency is the destabilization of the full length backhy

bridized con�guration by a factor of ��

��� The Overall Extension E�ciency

The Markov chain model of extension used to discuss WPCR may also be ap

plied to PWPCR� This procedure� however is complicated by the need to sep

arate the PNA treatment from each extension process� In particular� the two
processes may not be performed concurrently� because of the very low ionic
strength required for high e	ciency PNA��DNA triplex formation� As a result�



application of a Markov chain model requires the de�nition of an additional set
of intermediate states� and the use of a second transition matrix� to model the
formation of triplexes during each PNA treatment� A simpler stochastic model
of performance� however may be constructed by modeling the extension process
for each strand� during the polymerization period of each PWPCR cycle as a
single
step� all
or
none transition� This approximate treatment� which has the
advantage of yielding a closed form estimate of completion e	ciency� is moti

vated by the extremely low e	ciency per polymerase encounter predicted for a
P
WPCR molecule which has been extended but not treated with bis
PNA� due
to the increased length of the non
PNA treated backhybridized structure�

Consider the observation of a ssDNA which has been successfully extended
in each of a total of of c � � PWPCR cycles� The probability that all of the
Ne polymerase encounters with this molecule that occur in the polymerization
period of cycle c will result in extension failure is equal to �� � ��c�

Ne � The
probability of successful extension is then estimated by� pext�c� � �������c�

Ne �
Ne�

�

c� If hNc��i denotes the mean number of fully extended DNA strands present
in a WPCR mixture at the end of cycle c � �� then the mean number of fully
extended structures present after cycle c can be written as hNci � hNc��ipext�c��
This relationship may be applied c� � times to yield the estimate�

	�c� �
hNci

No

�
Nc��

e

No

cY
i��

��i� ���

for the fraction of c
fold extended strands produced after cycle c� Here� the �rst
extension process for each strand in the �rst cycle has been assumed to proceed
with an e	ciency of unity� due to the absense of backhybridization�

The impact of PNA��DNA triplex formation on the overall e	ciency of com

putation may be illustrated by concrete application� For this purpose� the e	

ciency of a PWPCR implementation of the �
step computational path described
in ���� in terms of the log of the number of fully extended substrate molecules�
where hNci � No	

��c�� was estimated using Eqs� � and �� and is illustrated
in Fig� ��a�� For consistency� a codeword set energetically equivalent to the set
presented in ��� was assumed� Bu�er conditions and total polymerization time
were also assumed to be identical to ���� A comparison of Fig� ��a� and Fig� ��a�
indicates that the triplex
induced inhibition of backhybridization results in a
substantial increase in predicted overall e	ciency of computation� If each ex

tension is performed at the predicted optimal reaction temperature of ��� C�
roughly ��� � ��
 of the initial ��� � ���� encoded strands are predicted to be
fully extended after the completion of all rounds�

��� The Parallelization of PWPCR

The ultimate aim of both WPCR and PWPCR is to e�ect the parallel� in vitro

simulation of a massive number of distinct paths� Consider the parallelization of
a PWPCR implementation� in which the set of No strands has been parsed into
P distinct species� each of which represents a di�erent computational path� and



is present with equal copy number� Ncopy � No�P � The maximum parallelism
obtainable by this implementation is equal to P � No�Ncopy� However� this is
practically obtained only when Ncopy is su	ciently large to ensure the full exten

sion of at least one copy per path� Given the absence of bimolecular interaction�
it is straightforward to demostrate that the threshold of completion for a parallel
PWPCR implementation is reached when Ncopy is chosen such that�

��� 	��q��Ncopy �
Ncopy

No

� ���

For the �
step PWPCR implementation under discussion� No � ���� ���� and
	���� � ��� � ����� According to Eq� �� maximum parallelism for this implemen

tation is achieved when Ncopy � ���� ���� This copy number yields a maximum
parallelism of P � ������	� which corresponds to the implementation of roughly
Nops � qP � ������
 distinct computational operations� A substantial improve
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Fig� �� The E�ciency of PWPCR �a�An estimate of the number of c�fold extended
strands� hNci as a function of Trx� c PWPCR cycles� for the mean implementation of
an � step computational path� �b�The contours which de�ne the line of failure� 	��
e�ciency� and ��� e�ciency after all q cycles �hNqi 
 	��� 	��� 	���� and ��� 	����
respectively�� vs� Ne and q� for PWPCR implementations of length q 
 � � � rules�
Accompanying surface and z�axis omitted for clarity�

ment may be obtained by modest modi�cation of the protocol� Fig� � illustrates
the contours which are predicted to de�ne the lines of ��� ���� and ��� comple

tion e	ciency per strand for PWPCR implementations of length q � ����� as a
function of Ne and q� The use of a codeword set energetically equivalent to that
in ��� was assumed� Under this protocol� the application of a realistic set of ex

tension reaction conditions �Nu � �� units� �tp � �� min� yielding Ne � ������
allows the implementation of computational paths of length q � ��� with a per
strand e	ciency at completion of 	����� � ���� According to Eq� �� the maxi

mum parallelism under these conditions� P � ��� � ���� paths� is achieved when



Ncopy � �� copies per path� This corresponds to the implementation of Nops �

��� � ���� distinct operations�

� Conclusion

In this work� the impact of backhybridization on WPCR e�ciency was investi�
gated by modeling the extension of each hairpin as an independent Markov chain�
and estimating the associated state transition probabilities using the statistical
thermodynamic theory of DNA melting� This model was shown to predict that
the poor performance of WPCR observed in 	
� was due to backhybridization�
This is signi�cant� because in 	
�� it was maintained that problems due to back�
hybridization had been overcome by the applied thermal program� and that the
observed poor performance was due to other factors� The scaling behavior of the
model also predicts that mean completion times are su�ciently long to render
WPCR impractical for massive parallelism� In an eort to enhance computa�
tional e�ciency by reducing the impact of backhybridization� a modi�ed archi�
tecture� PWPCR was then introduced� which enables the speci�c inhibition of
backhybridized structures through targeted PNA��DNA triplex formation� Ap�
plication of this protocol is predicted to result in an e�ciency increase which is
su�cient to allow the realistic implementation of massive parallelism�
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